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perham, Walcott Head Stu-C, Stu-G
Kumekawa, Merrill, Hammer, Wray Take Presidencies;
Three Classes Again Elect Heap, Stephanian, Cagenello
International Debate Audience
Favors Preventive War As Sane
i3 audience whicb filled the
[CtaptlW capacity last night voted
JB 10 J30 that an immediate preis sometimes sane
rtll„lt war
Ipofev. *us supporting the affirmaI side in the second international
Ifchte 0I t'lc season in which two
Ljn from Cambridge Univeristy in
[tngland joined with two Bates deIbtfrs in a -plit-team contest.
Xlie affirmative was upheld by
lOrtzil Frceth of Trinity Hall. CamIkiiiiie and Charles Radcliffe of
.. while William Stringfellow
rt oa:i-> and George Pattison of
1st Johns College. Cambridge, comIfi-td the negative.
j Following the playing of the na
oal anthems of England and the
fnited States, the program was
lened by Pres. Phillips, the preiing officer. In his introductory
narks Dr. Phillips, after welcomi, the two guests from abroad.
Icstioned that this was the 95th
cernational debate in which Bates
(M participated.
.'.iter a rather witty introduction,
l-reeih -tated that he believed there
tat three motives for war: for
bin. ir. defense of an ideal, or for
|D!cc:ion. It was his stand that an
mediate preventive war is somesane policy in defense of an
He preferred this rather than
kid war. Freeth emphasized that
was not advocating war now
[ anst Russia, but focused attten:i the word sometimes.
IHe was followed by Stringfellow,
jr.-: speaker for the negative, who
■erred that war itself is of ques
puble sanity. Stringfellow closec
is remarks by suggesting that we
ihau.-t all other means of attainIjpeace before we attempt suicide.
|Radcliffe. second speaker for the
(Continued on page four)

ience Fair Attracts
ients, Townspeople
\>'>s Leona Bryant of North Jay
'the live hamster given away in
'biology department lottery held
F"1? 'he Science Fair last week
1
Hutton, Whittier House, was
Wed the thousand fruit flies as
[*ond prize.
|w Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial
"oratory of Bar Harbor will reraised by the lottery
•Jackson laboratory had on ex™00 at the fair several strains
*tant mice used in conjunction
'cancer research.
•Vc ■rting to estimates, about 2,.*ople attended the fair last
It.*' and Friday evenings.
I 'Mildred hi.,h school student^W Thursday.
■Were 6mtnior, popular exhibit'
L .J™8 ^tog; a lecture on
L ?■• bt"*' » rnovie on the

slW a seud
Kr,jL
: P °I
' man, portrayed by Dan
,na

a phv
. "A Night in AlProduced by the chemistry
C t;
" a radar set; the ham^ dem°iis,ration of the pror u'«ld cream from peanuts;
« test": and a display of va-

mice
•kS' 'its°f were
«"««»«»»«■
shown in
exh ;

fo

1

Car

P uildin and Hed e

•Si " '

*

Thcy were

«

re ared bv

tftr **'
P P
,j ' of the Jordan-Ramsdel'
«*rance Chemcal Societies.

Men's Ballot
STUDENT COUNCIL
President
William Perham
Vice-President
Robert Corish
Secretary-Treasurer
Dana Jones
Senior Representatives
Richard Scott
Robert Wade
Junior Representatives
William Dill
William Norris
Sophomore Representatives
Prescott Harris
• Arthur Koenig

Women's Ballot

NEXT YEAR'S CHEERLEADERS are, left to right, standing: Dana
Jones, acting head, Dorothy Wood, Martha Rayder, James Anderson;
kneeling: Prescott Harris, Grace Ulrich, Thomas Norbury.

Judges Choose Seven Cheerleaders,
Appoint Jones Acting Head Of Squad
Grace Ulrich, Martha Rayder,
Dorothy Wood, James Anderson
Thomas Norbury, Prescott Harris
and Dana Jones will lead the cheers
for next year's football season. Approximately 36 candidates exhibited
their cheer-leading forms before the
judges last Wednesday afternoon
and the squad was selected from
this group. Miss Rowe. Mr. Ward.
Coach "Ducky" Pond, representing
the faculty, and Joan Gieenberg,
William Stringfellow, and Donald
Conners. representing the students,
comprised the judging committee.
Last Monday and Tuesday were
designated as practice days, and on
Wednesday, the candidates had
their tryouts before the judges. Because of the size of the group, the
candidates were divided into groups
of three. These groups led a cheer

while the judges made their decisions on the individuals in the
group. The judges made theii selections on the basis of ability to lead
cheers and group functions such as
the football rallies, not on previous
experience in cheerleading.
The members of the squad for
next season have been notified, and
Dana Jones has been appointed a«
acting head-cheerleader until next
fall, when the squad will elect a
captain. With the goal of operating
as a well-trained unit, the newly-appointed squad is starting practices
immediately after spring vacation.
Practice sessions will be held twice
a week, and all of the squad are
working to perfect the traditional
cheers, and to introduce several
new cheers to those which have
been used in the past.

Holderness Wins Dr. Painter Discusses
At Bates Tourney God Through The Bible
Holderness School of Plymouth,
N. H., was the winner of the annual Bates Interscholastic Debating
League Tournament held March 18.
Robert Bradner of Holderness was
judged the best speaker of the event
and William Baskin, also of Holderness, was judged the second best
speaker. The proposition for the
debate was: "Resolved, that the
United Nations now be revised into
a Federal World Government".
Winners of the afternoon round
were Holderness School, Browne
and Nichols School, Huntingdon
School, Cushing Academy, and New
Hampton School.
Winners of the evening round
were New Hampton School, Holderness School, Huntington School,
Browne and Nichols School, and
Cushing Academy.
Ratings by schools are: Holderness, won 4, last 0; Cushing Academy, won 3, lost 1; Huntington.
won 3, lost 1: New Hampton
School, won 2, lost 2; Browne and
Nichols School, won 2, lost 2;
Bridgton Academy, won 0, lost 4:
M.C.I., won 0, lost 4.

Amalgamation Head
Explains Plan To Stu-G

Sunday evening the third University of Life program was held at
the United Baptist Church.

Players Announce
Julius Caesar Cast

Election Results

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
BOARD
President
Rae Walcott
Vice-President
Martha Rayder
Secretary-Treasurer
Jeanne Pieroway
Senior Advisors
Florence Lindquist
Faith Seiple
Judith Witt
Sophomore Representatives
Elsa Buschner
Margaret Fuller
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
President
Maxine Hammer
Vice-President
Barbara Chandler
Secretary
Jean Doming
Treasurer
Ruth Martin

All-College Ballot
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
President
Glenn Kumekawa
Vice-President
Margaret Moulton
Secretary
Ruth Fehlau
Treasurer
John Sutcliffe
OUTING CLUB
President
David Merrill
Secretary
Marjorie Dwelley
PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION
President
Wendall Wray
Vice-President
Jane Hosking
Secretary
Marjorie Dwelley
Junior Representatives
William Dill
Shirley Fret-man

Dr. Painter, as class speaker, dis
cussed, under the subject of Pathways to the Reality of God, th
theme "Finding God Through the
Brble".
Rev. Clifford Osborne, pastor of
the Pleasant St. Methodist Church
in Waterville, spoke to the seconl
class, Positive Christian Living, on
the theme "What to do when you'
CLASS OF 1950
faith peters out".
President
The chapel service opened with a
Walker Heap
recital by the Westbrook Junior
Vice-President
College Choir who sang "Glory to
Wendall Wray
God in the Highest' and "Were You
There?"
Dr. Raymond Calkins of Cam
bridge, Mass., was the chapel speaker. Dr. Catkins gave his own definition of religion as an expression of
friendship; an intimate communion
Herman D. Ruhm, Jr., director
with God, a living bond of loyalty
and
president of the Bates Manuwith Jesus Christ, and friendship
facturing
Co., was the guest speakwith your fellow man.
er at a luncheon for seniors interested in business at Rand Hall private dining room Monday. Pres.
Tuesday, April 5: MacFarlane Phillips presided at the luncheon
Mr. Ruhm discussed opportunities
record concert in 6 Libbey, 8-9 p. m.
in
the textile industry.
Robinson Players meeting open to

Class Ballots

Ruhm Discusses
Textiles At Lunch

Secretary
Marjorie Dwelley
, Treasurer
David Leach
CLASS OF 1951
President
Michael Stephanian
Vice-President
Harold Cornforth
Secretary
Joan Holmes
Treasurer
Ralph Perry
CLASS OF 1952
President
Robert Cagenello
Vice-President
Thomas McGann
Secretary
Ruth Potter
Treasurer
Nathaniel Boone

Tht cast for the forthcoming production of "Julius Caesar' was announced today by Director Lavinia
M. Schaeffer. Students appearing
in the production are as follows:
Julius Caesar,
Norman Buker;
Brutus. Stanley Moody: Cassius,
Leon Wiskup: Antony, Norman
Card; Casca, William Senseny; Decius Brutus, Lawrence Cannon;
Portia, Joan Chanin: Calphurnia
Elsbeth Thomes; Flavius, Charles
Radcliffe; Marullus. Robert Hobbs;
Trebonius, Bertram Palefsky; Cimber, Irving Davis; Cinna, William
Norris; Servant to Antony. Richard Webber: Popilius, John Moore;
Clitus, Robert Cagenello: Lepidus,
John McCunc; Messala, Mordecai
Berkowitz.
The parts of citizens, soldiers, and
senators have not been assigned.
The play is scheduled for May 12.
13. 14.

Club Ballots
CHORAL SOCIETY
President
James Balentine
Vice-President
Cynthia Black
Men's Manager
Richard Bellows
Women's Manager
Ruth Fehlau

The Orson Welles tradition of a
modern production will be adapted
in that the modern dress and space
stage technique will be used.
t

GOULD INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS CLUB
Vice-President
Theodore Coshnear
Secretary
Anders Krall
Treasurer
Shirley Freeman
LAWRANCE CHEMICAL
SOCIETY
President
Oswyn Hammond
Vice-President
Allen Kneeland
Secretary-Treasurer
Patricia LaFortune
SPANISH CLUB
President
Nestor Mengual
Vice-President
Gladys Bovino
Secretary
Norma Reese
Treasurer
Mary Edge Leckemby
DER DEUTSCHE VEREIN
President
Robert Schmidt
Vice-President
Ruth Fehlau
Secretary
*
William Kuhn
Treasurer
John Myers
LAMBDA-ALPHA
President
Irma Reed
Vice-President
Ruth Fehlau
Secretary
Carol Woodcock
OFF-CAMPUS
MEN'S COUNCIL
President
Raymond Drigcoll
Vice-President
Robert Wade
Secretary-Treasurer
Herbert Bergdahl
Senior Representative
Norman Parent
Junior Representative
Charles Littlefield
Sophomore Representatives
William Leahey
William Paradis

Calendar

entire campus, 7-8:15 p. m.
l<*ereR0!>inSOn PlaY^
be an
***,.
°Pen meeting of
Wednesday, April 6: WAA old
**™*on Players the Tuesday
and new board banquet, Women's
Ray Cloutier presented the plan
.nK vacation at 7 p. m. Profor amalgamated student govern- Union, 5-8 p. m.
ke,man
«."
will lecture on
Friday, April 8: New Hampshire
ment to the Women's Student Gov..s Caesar".
Debating League.
^ho* interested are invited to ernment Board at last Wednesday
Saturday. April 9: Women's deevening's meeting. Cloutier summabate, Bates vs. Rhode Island, Worized the work of the Amalgamamen's Union, 3:30-5:30 p. m.
tion Committee and explained each
future Chapels
Sunday, April 10: Palm Sunday
4
' the first chapel after point in the plan.
Vesper Service, Bates chapel, 7-9
Marjorie Lemka, Joan Greenwill be in charge
|Hr Samn
p. m.
If. —"Pson, whose subject will berg, and Judy Hawkins, also memTuesday, April 12: Club n.ght.
1
asI
bers of the Amalgamation Commit' V Lap".
Wednesday, April 13: Stu-G old
"8>ous Program with a local tee, assisted Cloutier in answer.ng and new board party, Women s Un\.., sPeaker is planned for the board's questions concerning the ion, 5:30-9 p. m.
"'sda v
. April 6.
plan.

Faculty Hears
Mrs. Powers

Monday's luncheon was one of a
series of career meetings held for
Mrs. Powers spoke on Contempostudents as part of the Bates Plan
At these gatherings students inter- rary Personalities in South America
ested in a particular field are given at the Faculty Roundtable Monday
an opportunity to talk with « lead- evening.
Dr. Wright was chairman of the
ing executive from that field.
Roundtable. Mr. and Mrs. Brooks
Mr. Ruhm has been president of
Quimby were host and hostess, asthe Bates Manufacturing Co. since
sisted by Dean Clark, Dr. and Mrs.
1945. Under his leadership the firm
Hovey, Mr. and Mrs. Pomeroy, and
has become known as one of the
Mr. Robertson.
country's most progressive organiFollowing the program a busizations. In 1946 Mr. Ruhm received
ness
meeting was held, and refreshan honorary LL.D. from Bates
ments were served.
College.

Miss Schaeffer will be assisted by
the class in play production.

Moody, Thomes Win
Bible Reading Contest
Stanley .Moody and
F.lsbet'i
Thomes were awarded $12 and
respectively as winners in the Willis
Bible reading contest held in chapel
Monday morning. They won a close
decision over two other final contestants, Lawrence Cannon and
Norman Buker. This quartet were
chosen after preliminary readings
had been held in the "Little Thea
tre" Friday evening.

William Perham and Rae Walcott won the presidencies of
the Men's Student Council and Women's Student Government
in the all-college election Monday, Stu-C announced this noon.

Rae Walcott

Other major presidencies went to Glenn Kumekawa, Chrislion Association; David Merrill, Outing Club; Maxine Hammer, Women's Athletic Association ; Wendall Wray, Publishing Association Hoard.
The Class of '50 ballotted Walker Heap into his fourth term
as class president, while Michael Stephanian '51 and Robert
Cagenello '52 received similar votes of confidence from their
respective classes.
'men. I shall try to maintain the
New Stu-C And Stu-G
Incoming Student Council mem- same policies that have been the
bers are Robert Corish. vice-presi- basis for constructive action in the
dent; Dana Jones, secretary-treasur- past."
er; Richard Scott and Robert Wade, Faith Confirmed
On learning of the Stu-C election
senior representatives; William Dili
and William Norris. junior repre- results Monday evening, William
incumbent
Council
sentatives; Prescott HSrris and Ar- Stringfellow,
thur Koenig, sophomore representa- president, said, "My faith in the
people has been confirmed."
tives.
The new Student Government
Board will include Martha Rayder
vice-president; Jeanne Pieroway,
secretary-treasurer; Florence Lindquist, Faith Seiple. and Judith Witt,
senior advisors: Elsa Buschner arfd
Margaret Fuller, sophomore representatives.

The contest was under the direc- Endorse Amalgamation
tion of Miss Schaeffer who introThe Stu-C and Stu-G presidentsduced the speakers Monday morn- elect issued this noon the following
ing.
joint statement: "We shall urge the
Moody and Buker read the "Ser- Council, the Board, and the student
mon on the Mount" from St. Mat- body to put into operation the amalthew and St. Luke respectively after gamated student government as soon
Goodspeed's version. Miss Thomes as possible, preferably before June."
chose an Old Testament selection
"After working in the dual system
from the Book of Ruth and Cannon of student government for two
read from St. Matthew, chapter 27. years," Perham added, "I feel that
on the crucifiixion.
'amalgamation' will be a great imJudges of the contest were Rev. provement in representative student
Brehaut of the Lewiston United government at Bates.
Baptist Church, Mrs. Powers, and
"In the past two years particuMr. Sampson.
larly the Student Council has been
an effective voice in relations between the administration and the

Niles Rakes "Screwy"
Theology Over Coals
Rev. Niles of the Elm Street Universalist Church in Auburn led the
devotional chapel service last Wednesday morning.

William Perham

Five hundred fifty-five out of 794
students, or 69 per cent of the college, cast votes in the election. Two
hundred ninety-six out of 444 men
voted on Stu-C candidates, while
229 out of 350 women cast ballots
for Stu-G.
Men Okay Stu-C By-Law
The men overwhelmingly en
dorsed the proposed by-law to their
constitution calling for a non-voting
off-campus men's representative to
the Student Council. As worded on
the referendum ballot, the by-law
will
empower
the
Off-Campus
Men's Council to appoint the delegate. He will have full privileges
of discussion at Stu-C meetings.
Newly-elected club presidents art
as follows: James Balentine, Choral
Society; Oswyn Hammond, Lawrance Chemical Society; Nestor
Mengual, Spanish Club; Robert
Schmidt, Der Deutsche Verein.
Irma Reed, Lambda-Alpha; Ray
mend Driscoll, Off-Campus Men's
Council.

Twelve Attend Gor ham
SCM Civil Rights Meet
Twelve
Bates students were
among the 200 eastern New England college students who assembled at Gorham State Teachers'
College last weekend for a Student
Christian Movement conference on
problems connected with maintaining civil rights on the college campus.
Students attending were Lawrence Birns, Frances Curry, Robert Foster, John Grady, Arrolyn
Hayes, Glenn- Kumekawa, Joan McLeod, Hugh Mitchell, Raymond
Sennett, Barbara Spring, John Satciiffe, and Joseph Mitchell. Foster
was chairman of the group.

His topic was "Streamlined Religion" in which he drew an analogy
from modern life with its emphasis
on speed and efficiency. Just as submarines and airplanes must be
streamlined, Mr. Niles asserted, so
also must man shear away superfluous theological superstructure
from his religion and get down to
the basic facts. Mr. Niles declared
that the religion that was good
enough for "grandpappy" is no
longer sufficient to meet the needs
of his descendants. He bitterly assailed what he termed "screwy
theology" and antiquated religious
Kumekawa appeared Saturday
dogmas. After his chapel talk Mr.
evening
in a panel discussion on
Niles led the assembly in a few
work
that
is already being done by
moments of meditation.
students to further civil liberties on
various campuses. His topic was the
structure and aims of New EngDrama Contest
land's six state Committees on EfThe Little Theatre will be the fective Citizenship. These groups,
scene of a district high school representing campus Christian Asdrama contest Friday evening at sociations, will attempt to lobby in
7:30. Schools competing are Lewis- state legislatures for civil rights
ton, Boothbay Harbor, and Morse measures this spring. Kumekawa is
High School of Bath.
chairman of the Maine CEC.
Theme of the three-day conferStanley Moody, Richard Webber,
Lawrence Cannon, and John May ence
was
"We
hold
these
will assist the high schools in the truths ..." Alfred Schenkman,
Harvard general education teaching
production of their plays.

fellow, was main speaker. Schenkman was formerly on the Board of
the Massachusetts Civil Liberties
Union. His three talks centered
around the problem of academic
freedom.
The conference broke up into
small seminar groups Saturday
morning and afternoon to consider
particular issues. Topics included
quota systems and discrimination,
religious freedom, fraternities and
sororities, and academic freedom.
The addresses and seminars had
as their three-fold aim: 1, to presen*
the theological foundations for civil
rights; 2, to discuss current threats
to civil liberties on college campuses; 3, to evaluate steps already
taken by students dealing with various practices of unfair discrimination.
Seminar leaders included the Rev.
Leonard Clough, minister to students jit Cambridge, Mass.; Charles
O'Connor, general secretary of the
University of Maine Christian Association; the Rev. Walter Wagoner, Colby College chaplain; the
Rev.
William
Wimer,
United
Church secretary of the Student
Christian Movement in New England.
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Come Saturday night, Kood and
Whee went Jhrough the usual ritual
of shining and polishing themselves,
with many pleased bows (before mirrors. They looked each other over
to make sure their antennae had the
proper spring (so they could at least
look knowing about anything that
happened). Then they went to get
their princesges.
At the princesses' level, they passed several couples buzzing rapturously at each other, and trying to
hide from a battery of lights that
kept following them wherever they
went. A few steps beyond there they
were met by a dowager-princess
who opened a book before them
and would not let them go until
they had accounted to the last minute and movement for every action
they would take during the evening.
She then called forth a light to
hover them.

IN CLOSING WE SAY . . .

Pass Time On First Level

This issue of the STUDENT marks the closing publication
of the present editorial board. As we look back on the past
year we feel that it has been a successful one, successful in
terms of circulation, advertising, and most important, reader
interest.

To pass the time, the two couples went to a ci\e on the first level
called "The Sun's Rays". Why it
had ever been called that no one
knew. Anyone who saw the light
before two days after a visit to the
place was somewhat abnormal, or
else one of those insects called
writers who go grubbing around for
life without ever thinking to experience it. Kood and Whee experienced life that night.
Distilled nectar flowed freely, although the princesses took very little of it. Someone had to know the
way home, they said. Kood and
Whee didn't especially care about
ever going home after the first few.
They simply watched the hive spin
faster and faster around them, and
tried harder and harder to keep up
with it. There was nothing strange
in all this — everyone was doing
it, amid a great buzzing. In the
morning they would all boast that
they'd been around.
The Philosopher-Drone
About then a drone wandered in
with a book under his arm and a
far-away look on his face. Tentatively he sniffed the air. then wenr

The credit for this success is due in no small part to the
students and other organizations that have cooperated with us
throughout the year. As in any college newspaper, much credit
must go to the "unsung heroes", those reporters who cover their
assignments and receive none of the public recognition. The
senior editors express their gratitude to those on the editorial
staff who have been willing to contribute time and work
towards getting the newspaper published. To .them goes most
of the credit for whatever the STUDENT may have accomplished.
We wish to express our thanks to all other organizations that
have in one way and another assisted us during the year. To
Miss Barbara Varney we extend our thanks for serving as our
photographer and for cooperating with us in every way possible. To our printers, the Auburn Free Press, we give a special
cheer and a special vote of thanks. These men have suffered
the usual trials and tribulations with us in printing the paper
and have proved beyond doubt that printers have more patience
than anyone. To the Publishing Association goes our appreciation for their cooperation throughout the entire year.
And so with these last thoughts we turn the paper over to
the incoming staff with a firm conviction that they are more
than capable of handling any problems and difficulties which
may arise.

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE CLASS OF 1950 . ..
Ivy Day has long been a Bates tradition, yet mosfof us have lost
the full significance of the occasion. In past years the Ivy Day ceremony
has seemingly held little interest for the student body. As a step toward
And so now we leave the picturremedying this situation your Ivy Day Committee has decided upon what esque little town of Loiston, Mane,
is felt should Ibe this year's goal for Ivy Day. We feel that Ivy Day •lestled snugly among the pines
should have a two-fold meaning for us. First, it should ibe the day on
arried on fleeting wheels back to
which we of the Junior Class accept the leadership which we must soon
le bosom of our loved ones where
assume as Seniors. Secondly, we should strive to introduce new and con
cams and term papers are as yet
structive ideas into our school which we feel may be of benefit to all. It
nheard of
ah yes I sleep, gentle
is hoped that this two-fold goal may become a part of the Ivy Day tra
leep • tomorrow night
dition in years to come, for certainly a tradition becomes a hollow shel.
The science exhibit last week was
if it lacks a concrete purpose |
luite the thing - - - thousands of
This year Ivy Day will take a new position on the College calendar.
illions of people - - - so they say
in the past, Iyy Day has fallen on odd days during the week. This year
- - devoted avid interest to all the
Ivy Day will be held on Sunday afternoon. May 22, .thereby making
eatures - - - poor Al Kneeland
larger attendance possible.
vent up in a cloud of smoke - - Let's make Ivy Day this year an event worth remembering |
iut the act was so good that he had
Ivy Day Committee, Class of 1950
o give a command performance afer hours over in Hedge Lab for
••
ill the kids who missed it - - - and
"hris McGregor's QPR is going to
hit a new low this semester - - she was unfortunate enough to be
presenting the lung test, and dampened the spirits of several profs
Congrats to Nickie Hutton, the
winner of the fruit flies
probably everyone in Whittier will be
scratching like mad from now
on - - -

out again, flattering himself tha*.
he'd seen life. For weeks afterward
his classes heard long sermon's on
the utter pathos of life. Everyone
agreed that the only pathetic thing
that night was the drone himself
He had no idea what he'd missed;
or was only hating himself for not
having courage enough to do what
he wanted for once in his life.
By this time most of the bees
were really doing the rounds. Every
time a table came out of the mist at
them, they took a swipe at the glass
of distilled nectar on it, sometimes
getting it, sometimes not. The princesses were amused — they found
that they could do the rounds as
well as anyone else without touching a drop. Occasionally one of
them outdid herself and flung
glasses at the lights still hovering
above her. •
Suddenly a jangling noise ground
into the uproar. Automatically,
every princess reached' up on the
back of her head and flicked a small
knob. The jangling stopped, the
princesses rose, and with a sweel
buzzing headed out in a great rush.
Groping,
fumbling,
stumbling
crashing into doors, beams, lightpoles and whatever else offered itself, the bees followed their princesses. It was a wild race, with the
princesses barely leading all the
way. They all reached the princesses' level just as the dors were
swinging shut. Hasty goodnights
for the most part: a few bees registered a rapturous buzz which was
chocked off by the dull squeak and
click of the doors.
The Afterglow
Kood and Whee watched their
princesses go, disconsolate. After a
vague silence, they thought they
would sing. But even their song,
for all its brave starting, got nowhere. There was nothing to do but
go home and try to play out the
night by going from stage to stage
on their levels, telling great tale"
of things that never happened. They
looked at each other saldly, then
groped their way back to their cells,
thankful at least for the lights that
never failed.

Pett'd PctctttUd

The Marvin Hotel Lounge
Gratien Ouellette
and

Celeste Fortin
Sensational Vocalist

Look Smart . . . Feel Sharp

Recently three teachers were dispose upon the injection of fearless missed from the University of
ana sympathetic leadership which Washington on charge of Commuso aptly characterizes John L. The nism. Two of these, Herbert Philminers may go back to the pits be- lips, a philosophy teacher, and Josfore the two-week period, but it will eph Buttorworth. an English teachnot be on account of traitors with- er, admitted membership in the
in the ranks. Miners, like most men Communist party. Ralph Gundlach,
who share a common, dangerous the third teacher, was dismissed for
refusing to ans'wer whether or not
lot, stick firmly together.
•
he was a member of the party.
Third
Three other'teachers who admitted
Lewis, for all his shaggy eye- past membership are now on probabrows and scowling face, typifies the tion.
leader who gets results, not through
Dr. Allen, the president of the
revolution or physical force but by university, justified the dismissals
working within the framework of on the grounds that membership in
the existing system. He may place the party makes a teacher unfit to
500.000 laborers on the unemploy- teach. Academic freedom for a
ment lists, disrupt the whole Amer- teacher, says Dr. Allen. " . . . de
ican economy, and arouse the great- mands an absence of restraints
est wave of public hate and indig- placed upon him by hi= political afnation possible. Yet he nobly serve? filiations, by dogmas tha.t may stand
as a union leader.
Miners have in the way of free search,for truth,
prospered considerably under hi? or by rigid adherence to a part}
leadership and they are confident line". Dr. Alien concludes that
that he will not permit the loss of membership in
the Communist
this prosperity even though it means Party prevents a man from teachmore personal ridicule and scorn ing the truth.
from the ptfblic. Lewis is a shrewd,
Dr. Allen's position was supportcourageous and duty-minded labor ed by others. Professor T. V. Smith
leader who is accomplishing what of Syracuse University maintains
few men ever attempt — to give that the duty of a teacher is to be
unreserved allegiance to his concep' unbiased in the classroom. A person
of duty.
committed to Communist dogma,
To idealists unfamiliar with coal- says Dr. Smith, cannot be unbiased.
rotten mining life, the UMW and Dr. John Dickey of Dartmouth Colits leader should be considered as a lege supports the dismissals for he
group of men who are working feels that by their membership in
harmoniously, courageously, and the party, the teachers concerned
hence effectively towards a common were lacking in that "intellectual
goal. Though the goal may seem integrity which would permit them
selfish, unhurrianitarian, and incon- to examine evidence and search for
siderate, the virtues with which that truth.
In view of these arguments the
goal is gradually being attained are
details
of the case should be examcertainly worthy of adoption in the
aspiring governments, institutions, ined.
and lives of men. Courage, cooperation, and deliberate action make not
only for achievement but for improvement as Lewis and his miners
have so unpleasantly but forcefully
proven to us.
If systems, ideals
and governments are to be destroyed, changed, or improved, only
those men with similar qualities will
be responsible. The course oi living
as well as the flow of coal will not
be altered by noisy boys who hurl
violent, spiteful curses at men like
Lewis and the coal miners.

in the fields of international relations, economics, history, political
science, psychology, and sociology
will help the students in their study.
The seminars, which last for
seven weeks, will be held in the
New England area, in the Middle
West, and in the West. Definite locations are: Holderness School,
Plymouth. N. H.; Indian Mountain
School, Lakeville, Conn.; Carleton
College. Northfield. Minn.; and
Todd School, Woodstock. 111. Other
seminars will probably be held in
Vermont. Massachusetts, Arizona,
California, Washington, and Colorado.
Some of the seminars will start
on June 24 and end on August 12.
Others will begin July 1 and end
August 19. One seminar, located
probably in Colorado, will start on
August 5 and end September 16, to
accommodate those who must attend one summer school session.
Details about these projects may
be obtained from the American
Friends Service Committee, 20
it was a fast and furious
A visiting faculty of nationally South 12st Street, Philadelphia 7,
and internationally known experts Pennsylvania.

Friends Committee To
Hold Student Seminars

sight
Bill Norris looks like a lost sheep game
these days while wife Audry has
gone to New York for a few days
- - - has to call long distance to find
where housekeeping utensils are
kept
the boys are all trying
out their culinary abilities over there
- - - Saturday night Cid Tessicini
tried out his specialty - - - baken
beans
would have made excelWed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
lent ammunition in a pea shoot
March 23, 24. 25, 26
er - - .
"THE SNAKE PIT"
Things are getting back to normal again — - everyone in Chapel
- starring the other day jumped a few feet
OLIVIA DEHAVILAND
when the buzzer went off giving the
speaker the word that everyone Sun., Mon., Tues. - Mar. 27, 28, 29
wanted to go to the Shobby Hoppe
"THE RED PONY"
for a cup of coffee before class
- with speaking of buzzers and therefore

THEATRES

alarm clocks

hear that the Cul-

Robert Mitchum - Myrna Loy

By John Babigian

L. Lewis and The U. M. W.

turaf Heritage forum last Thursday
was a rousing success - - - high
point of the show was the bell
which cut off the speakers in the
More than 300 students from
middle of a word
even worked
better than Hathorn does some- many parts of the world will have
times
an opportunity this summer to
Don Sutherland was back visiting study together the problems of
campus this weekend - - - had a re world peace in International Serunion with his boys
saw Bernie vice Seminars sponsored by the
Silver around too
what is this American Friends Service Committfe, it was announced recently by
fatal charm Bates has?
Clarence E. Pickett. executive secBetter late than never departretary of the Quaker- organization.
ment - - - Somehow or other in the
The Service Committee will sponhustle of the beginning of the year,
we missed the announcement that sor ten seminars in various parts of
Alice Hammond has been pinned to the United States. The purpose of
her boy at the University of Maine the seminars, as defined by the
- - - may we offer our sincere best Committee, is "to bring together
wishes - - - and best wishes to students from various countries,
Nickie Hutton, pinned this weekend races, and religions, each of whom
can contribute to the group's underto Bob of Bowdoin.
The Parkerettes of basketball standing of problems and issues
fame are chagrined because it was facing the peoples of the world tonot announced that they smeared day." Students from more than 40
the Rand Ramblers in a post-seasr n countries participated in last sumtilt - - - Please excuse the over- mer's seminar program.

EMPIRE

Quality Clothes For
Every Campus
Occasion!

By Cy Nearis
Facts
On March IS, Lewis called a two
weeks' strike of all coal miners east
of the Mississippi in "memory of
■miners killed and injured in 1988".
This strike has resulted in the unemployment of 470,000 soft and
hard coal miners as well as 62,000
railroad workers with a combined
salary loss to both groups of approximately $68,000. Although there
are 70.000 tons above group (45 day
supply), the strike is considered
harmful to industry and it should
aid in maintaining high coal prices.
Two principle motives for the strike
are said to be: (1) that Lewis wants
to keep up coal prices and (2) that
Lewis is violently protesting the appointment of James Boyd as Chief
of the Bureau of-Mines.
The first significant observation
to be made is not that Lewis instigated the strike to maintain high
prices or to protest the Federal appointment of Boyd; (Lewis is undoubtedly interested and concerned
about both) but that Lewis has a
legitimate reason for calling the
strike. The New York Times states
that 1.015 miners were killed and
50,000 were injured in 1948 in the
mining industry. In local terms, more
miners were killed last year than
there arc students at Bates and a
substantially greater number were
injured than the total population of
Lewiston. These figures take on added meaning when the U. S. Bureau
of Mines stated that 1948 was the
safest year on record. Though manypossible motives can be attributed
to the strike, the "memory" motive
is certainly a valid and justifiable
one.
Second
The old story of dissent in UMW
ranks comes again to the front on
this occasion. Perhaps the union
steward in Pennsylvania disproved
the story when he said, "We hate
to lose the pay but there won't be
a pick lifted on the 15th". (And
there wasn't.) Where men trade
years of their lives for a pay envelope, there, one will find a solidarity and unity which is seldom
broken. Such unity is given greater strength and more definite pur-

Do Party lines Justify wsHussaj)
Academic Freedom Should Be Upheld

STRAND

AUBURN

Wed. and Thurs. - Mar. 23 and 24 Thurs., Fri., Sat. - Mar. 24, 25, 26
"THE DARK PAST"
"S.O.S. Submarine"
All Star
"Miss Tatlock's Millions"
starring William Holden
B. Fitzgerald - Wanda Hendrix
Friday and Saturday Only .
Five Big Acts of Vaudeville
Fri. and Sat. - Mar. 25 and 26
Sun. - Mon. - Tues. - Wed.
"Sheriff of Wichita" - Allen Lam.March 27, 28, 29, 30
"Jungle Jim" - Johnny Weismuller
Big Double Feature Program
Sun., Mon., Tues. - Mar. 27, 28. 29
"LAST DAYS OF POMPEII"
"Hideout" - A. Booth-L. Bridges
Preston Foster - Basil Rathbonc
"Abbott & Costello Meet
also "SHE" starring
Frankenstein" - AJbbott-Costello
Helen Gahagan - Randolph Scott

or Dr. Dickey would
Care,
under oath, that every n °certifv
of
his faculty is unbiased. Som
e
«*ck
ers hold religious beliefs
Which si
some of the findir
"nSs of phv7'
science. Would Dr. Dicke "3
their "intellectual integrity^
these beliefs? One might al **
so
if the same be true of t
ers who are unofficial apoloeJ
5
'cr
the N. A. ,M.
The decision to place on Drftll
tion the three teachers who 7*
been members of the party : .
compatable with the arguments' "
vanced. _ As Carey Mc\Vi!ii't
points out. "If these men wert .
sumed to have been so "Wan*
lacking in 'intellectual integnv'u
fore their resignation from the fv,
munist party, as to have warn
their discharge, by what rigi,"*!
purification did they suddenly k!
come reinvester with these T
'nut;
upon their resignation?"
Town Meeting Finding
In a recent Town Meeting
gram. Dr. Harold Taylor of Sam
Lawrence College, comment.,) „
Dr. Allen's conclusion that m*
bership in the Commanist MK,
prevents a man from teaching fy,
truth. Dr. Taylor states, "It j:
misses truth before it is heard it
says that the issue of truth iscWrf
It implies that there is already M
aboiute
American truth ^
makes all other impossible. It 9that the test of truth is where, i
comes from. This is simply f^
Communist argument applied in itverse."
After the dismissals. Profeng I
Smith stated that the teachers h>
volved could not be fired for being
intellectually Marxist. But less tha
two weeks ago at the neighborly
University of Oregon an economic
and a chemistry teacher were fired
for being Marxist — and they are
not members of the Communist
party. The charge against Ralph
Spitzer. the chemistry teacher g |
that he sides with Lysenko in uV
genetics controversy in Russia. He J
took this point of view in an a~-1
cle wrtten for a scientific joural. i
in his classroom.

Teaching Not Slanted
Butterworth and Phillips were,
according to the findings of an investigating faculty committee, academically competent, honest and
straight forward in expression of
their political beliefs, and had not I
attempted to slant their teaching, to
convert any student to Communism
or to abuse their position as teachers. Butterworth had joined the
Is Party Membership
faculty in 1920; he is a recognized
Cause For Dismissals?
authority on Chaucer. Phillips, the
Thus we see that party-lining 1
philosophy teacher, had been teaclwithout membership in the pam|
ing at Washington since 1929.
The case of Phillips in especially has overcome their reason.
About twenty-five years ago. IVl
noteworthy. The faculty committee
found that he not only taught phil- ton Sinclair depicted the highel
osophy objectively, but that he learning in our schools as a proas!
made it a practice to call attention whereby the professors taught wfaatl
to his personal beliefs in the open- they were told to teach and led thai
ing session of his classes and to students accordingly. If the preMSl
urge his students to keep his opin- trend in dismissals continues, thai
ions in mind in weighing what he American higher education
truly earn the sobriquet applied to ill
had to say.
How can these findings be recon by Mr. Sinclair.—"The Goose Step"!
ciled with the charge of bias in One of the purposes of education is I
teaching? If "bias" is to be judged to take pains to spell the truth with I
by the classroom behavior of the a small "t". These dismissals indi-I
teacher, one wonders if Dr. Allen
(Continued on page four)

GEORGE ROSS

R. W.CLARK CO.

ICE CREAM
Reopened - Remodeled

DRUGS

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS

Parlor Open Daily
10 A. M. to 10 P. M.
4

Registered

Pharmacists

Banana Splits - Sundaes
56 Elm St.

Lewiston

Tel. 2-0885

MAIN ST. at BATES ST.
Tel. 3-0031

We have

Arrow White Shirts
for Easter

In Clothes By
For That . . .

You may be a college prexy

HART-SCHAFFNER & MARX

EVENING
Or some other kind of flyer

Ray's I.G.A. Store

But if you want a Hamburger Sexy

CLIPPER CRAFT
.

BARRON-ANDERSON

Three minutes From Campus
95 ELM ST.

COOPER'S are made for the fussy buyer

7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.

TeL 2-7351
SABATTUS STREET

SNACK

LEWISTON
79 Lisbon St

Lewiston

Phone 2-5612

Sold Exclusively By

Coma in quick and take your pick from our selection of
fine white Arrows—both oxfords and broadcloths in many

"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"

«nnm wHfcwmaqqjrrr, r

WRRDS

collar models. See our new Arrow ties, tool
Oxfords from $3.95-Broadcloths from $3.65

LEWISTON TRUST CO.
'She's well dressed ... she buys her
LEWISTON — MAINE
clothes at WARD BROS."

;;

184-188 LISBON STREET

LEWISTON

"""

$eft*fc~

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
LISBON and ASH STREETS

LEWISTON, MAINE
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THREE

jtchell, North Play Tonight For
jhampionship; Scorers Listed
By Al Dunham

ickLeaheyWins
itramural Award
By Al Dunham
. vear, at the close of the Inral l>asket!>all season, the team
"er., make up an All-Opponent
f their choice and submit it
Intramural management.
*«
,r also pressent the name of the
an opponent) who they,
: (a''0
l„.jr respective teams, feel is
-^standing player of the year.
'•. vear. the 1948-49 season, the

The six games played in the Intramural basketball loop last week
marked the wind-up of the second
round, and the end of the regular'y
scheduled 1948-49 basketball season
Mttchell grabbed the number one
position in the second-half race by
downing South 44-31 on Wednesday evening. Up to that point both
teams were running neck and neckin the second round race. This wi i
for the College Street gang puts
them in contention for the Intra»
mural championship which they will
vie with North for on the Alumni
Gym hardwood tonight, at 7:15.

Landing Pla-vcr as chosen by the
^ IfS is
William
"Chick"

The Mitchell-South game was a
low scoring affair, with Mitchell
showing the way throughout the
mafracas. Mitchell's stellar front Une
was
one
of
Coach
Norn.
-Chick
of Paul Williams and Dick Hartman
s OfT-C.iinpus stalwarts;
Luorking team man and a first combined to score as many points
as the whole South aggregation
<; competitor. He is a member
combined, Williams sinking 22 and
of
the chif
'52 and if it were
cyan athletic ineligibility Chick Hartman 9. Don Chalmers rang up
ertainly be a major asset to 10 points for the losers, and was
activities. ^ided 'by Waldo TiW>etts' 9.
lS varsity athletic
though Bill isn't listed among
In the prelim to this crucial con.topten scorers it does not mean test on Wednesday, Off-Campus
a his scoring ability was lacking.
ecked out a 51-50 win over North.
ma"!' l'mes "Chick" had come The Yankees' lack of bench riders
itougn ait!i baskets when needed. forced them to recruit a couple of
[isbrill*" floor work, his mastery players from the spectator contin: ,jt backboards and his stellar gent in this game, as 4 of the 7
(„itivork has given Chick Lea- men dressed for the game were re, the well deserved honor of be- tired via the personal foul route.
. the Player of the Year in In- Bob Wade threw in 22 points for
jrara! basketball competition for the Parent-men while "Chick" Lea[1548-49 season.
hey came up with 13. Shirl Hamel

'-■■

|TSe All-Opponent team picked
nhe managers' votes is a well bal
squad which, in addition tc
ting good on paper, would work
C«nely well on the hardwood
[Starting five of the All-Oppotteam is as follows:
Don Chalmers (4)
Dick Hartman (4)
U Wade (6)
Idiick" Leahey (6)
flick Valoras ( 4)

Forward
Forward
Forward
Guard
Guard

!o:t: Numbers in parenthesis are
^number of votes received by the

Im,
■ Don Chalmers played extremely
M for South this past season.
■rig an uncanny shooting eye and
forking knowledge of the phrase,
)fs ihebaM". Dick Hartman was
r cog in the wheel which
fcd out victories, and the sec-all" leadership, for Mitchell,
sharpshooting placed him at
|iead of the high scoring list fo
half, and gave him seventh
(lion in the second halp recap.
I

"All" team's center, Bob
t. personifies another potent
nng punch. His scoring an-.l
dwork were a great help to the
[■Campus quintet. An indicatioi.
lias point earning power may be
pted to by noting his respective
land -econd place positions in
I first and second round higbte list.
|thick" Leahey is one of the two
horses of the chosen team.

Baseball Team Shaping Up As
Entire Squad Reports For Practice

same evening South trounced the
cellar-dwelling Roger Bill crew 77<.■>. The scorebook shows that every
man who played in this game scored. South's Fen Winslow led this
scoring, dumping in 21 points while
teammate Don Chalmers scored 14
Hank Fukui was high man for the
losers scoring 14 points, closely followed by Dave Tillson's 12.
Sampsonville dropped JB, 47-29
in the first game of last Friday's
double-header. Dick Dick paced the
winners' attack with 22 points,
while George Stewart sank 13
Andy McAuliffe threw up 10 for JB.
In the second game Middle topped
Roger Bill, 62-46. Again, Tony Rotondo v.-a.s the scoring standout for
the Middlers racking 22 points,
while "Duke" Dukakis and John
Duffett followed with 17 and 16
tallies respectively. "Mo" Morrison
led the way for Roger Bill scoring
17 points, and Dick Stern followed
with 11.

grated pattern to insure a well run
track meet.
Ken Crosby was born 21 years
ago in Rochester, N. H. He went
to high school in Rochester, graduating in 1945 as an honor student.
That same fall Ken came to Bates.
Ken has served as track manager
for four years, beginning as a freshman "heeler". Now as a senior manager Ken has a couple of freshmen
to help him manage the track team.
Besides track, Ken is president of
the Psychology Club and a member
of the FTA. He is a major in psychology and, after some graduate
work, would like to be a clinical
psychologist.

Ken Crosby and Joel Fisk

Joel Fisk is a native Maniac, born
and brought up in Warren. Maine.
Joel, like Ken. graduated from high
school in 1945 and entered Bates the
same year. In high school, Joel w?s
active on the school paper, in dramatics, and on the baseball team.
Joel has been a track manager for
four years, working his way up from
freshman "heeler" to senior comanager. In his spare time. Jeff
like all good Maine men likes to
hunt and fish. He is a history and
government major and after graduation this June. Jeff plans a teaching career.
Jeff and Ken are the men behind
the scenes. They are rarely seen by
any of the spectators at a track
meet, they get none of the applause
of the fans, but they are essential
to the running of any team.
Art Hutchinson

"Hey, Ken, how about a rubThus, the 1948-49 Intramural basdown?
Say, this track, is too hard
ketball schedule has been completed. As is the custom, we have com- cjn't you roll it down? Will you
puted the official list of high scor- ti-nic this lap for speed. Jeff?"
ers for the half of basketball play
These are just a few of the many
just completed. Top man for the requests that Ken Croslby and Joel
second half is Mitchell's Paul WilFisk get every day during both the
liams. Paul joined the College street
indoor and outdoor track season
forces at the beginning of the secAs Senior Co-Track Managers, it
ond round, and he has certainly aidis their job to supervise the myriad
ed their winning ways in no small
details that attend the smooth runpart. His 126 seven-gam? total
ning of a track team. When a track
gives him an 18 point pei game
meet is scheduled, their duties are
average. Closely followir.g in second
increased, for on their shoulders
racked up 25 markers for the North- place, with a total of J24 points, is falls the responsibility of seeing tha*
Bob Wade, of Off-Campus. The
erners, while Bill Series sunk 14.
the small details fit into an intecomplete list of the 10 high scortrs
In the opener of Monday night's is as follows:
games last week Mitchell took MidWilliams, Mitchell
126
dle for a ride, 51-38. Dick Hartman
124
Wade,
Off-Campus
was the pace-setter for the Mitchell
With vacation almost upon us. wing attack and the two-platoon
117
Rotondo. Middle
quintet scoring 25 points while 8 of
forget the books for a while tonight system next fall. He has six weeks
the remaining JO players contributHouston, Off-Campus
108
and hustle over to the gym where this spring to ground his players ifl
ed to the 'balance of Mitchell's total
Cornforth, South
96
you will find an evening of basket- the essentials of the style and so
score. Tony Rotondo aided the los93
Duffett, Middle
ball entertainment.
North and should be ready. The Maine basket
ing cause o'f the Midlanders bv
Mitchell are meeting to settle the brill team will feature the fast break
89
Hartman. Mitchell
looping 20 points, while John Dufintramural championship and it will according to Dr. Rankin. newly ap88
Chalmers. South
fet scored 10. In the night-cap that
be the last basketball played on pointed coach.
83
Winslow, South
campus until next year. Further in
It's too early to name the
76
Searles, North
This Off-Campus player, who is
centive for gping is provided by the
starting
baseball lineup yet, but
also the Player of the Year as men
fact that I'etro and Huether arc ofthe team is beginning to take
for the
t
The
final
team
standing
tioned above, is definitely a floor
ficiating. Admission is free.
shape. Competition is stiff for
cond round runs as follows:
man and expert defensive player.
som»: spots but a couple of posiArt
Blanchard
is
planning
to
Along with Chick in the back-court
Won
Lost
tions seem to lack depth. It
undergo surgery during vacais North's playing manager and
0
7
would seem safe to say that
4 Mitchell
tion for the correction of his
coach, Nick Valoras. Nick's heads6
1
South
anyone who shows strength at
ankle condition. It has given
up 1>all playing and team-minded
the plate will have the inside
him
trouble
ever
since
he
broke
2
5
Off-Campus
floor work could be ably put to
track.
it
during
the
last
baseball
sea4
3
North
j| good use on the All-Opponent
son.
Dick Stern and Dave Green arc
4
3
Sampsonville
I team.
Dave Nelson, new football coach considering hitting the southern golf
2
5
Middle
In addition to the above-mentionat Maine, plans to install the single circuits during vacation in prepara2
5
ed starting line-up we find nin?
John Bertram
players who offer depth galore to
7
0
Roger Bill
the premium team. These men are
Vour correspondent wishes to re
listed here, with their dorm team
and number of votes following: Ha! mid everyone that the championCornforth, South (2); Tony Roton- ship game is 1>eing played in the
do, Middle (1); Dick Dick, Samp- Gym tonight with the opening whissonville (2):-Fen Winslow, South tle starting things going at 7:15.
(3); Paul Williams. Mitchell (2): Coaches Petro and Huether are
274 MAIN STREET
slated to ref this title contest be
John Houston, Off-Campus (1)
Herb Livingstone, Mitchell (3); tween North and Mitchell. ThereLEWISTON, MAINE
Don Russell, North (1); Dick Stern. will be plenty of seats for all,
PHONE 3-0431
FREE seats. The "Horn" is all Romeo E. Thibodeau - Alfred J. Thibodeau - Edrick J. Thibodeau
Roger Bill (1).
Congratulations to "Chick" Lea- polished — so, come on over and
hey, and to the men on the All- see which of the two teams will
take it home.
Opponent squad.

j4ieu*td (fruiceto*

NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME AND SPORT

Golf And Tennis Post
Schedules; Open Nay 3
While the weather to date has
held out faint promise of spring, it
is being assumed that it will arrive
eventually. In light of this optimism,
the'schedules of the golf and tennis
teams have been made public at this
time.
Tennis

With eight matches lined up at
this time and two or three in prospect, the Bates netmen would seem
to have a busy year ahead. The present slate calls for the opener to be
against Colby here at Bates on May
3. However, pending the ironing out
of some details, there will be a trip
to Boston in which possibly three
matches will be included. This trip
would occur before the Colby opener. The remainder of the schedule
has home and. home dates with
Maine and Maine Annex, trips to
Colby and Bowdoin, Tufts appearing here on May 6. and the State
competition staged here at Bates.
The schedule is as follows:
May 3—Colby
May 6—Tufts
May 7—Maine*
May 11—Bowdoin*
By Joel Price
May 13—Maine Annex
With most of the collegiate hoop
May 17—Colby*
squads releasing all-opponent teams,
May 20—Maine Annex*
the Bates basketeers decided to beMay 23—State
come no exception and a poll of
•Denotes away dates
the lettcrmen plus Ed Petro revealed the following: First team: L.F.,
Golf
The golf schedule parallels quite "Tubby" Washburn, Colby: R. F..
closely that of the tennis team al Tom Blair, Northeastern; C. Inga
Walsh, Northeastern: L. G., Teddy
though it includes only seven playing dates. Matches in which Bates Shiro. Colby; R. G.. Bobby Speirs.
is the host will probably be played Bowdoin. Second team: L> F., Sid
Cassidy. Devens; R. F., Bill Pitkin,
at Poland Spring this year.
Trinity: C. Frank Pellegrino, ProvThe schedule is as follows:
idence: L. G., Don Robertson, WesMay 3—Corny
leyan: R. G., George Vassil, Clark.
May 7—Maine*
Receiving honorable mention were
May 11—Bowdoin*
Sid Connolly and Dick Pandora,
May 13—Maine Annex
Bowdoin, Bill Mitchell. Colby, and
May 17—Colby*
Frank Wenner, Wcslcyan.
May 20—Maine Annex*
Of these players "Tubby"
May 23—State—Augusta*
Washburn was the only one to
'Denotes away dates
receive the vote of every selector. Washburn in three games
ton for a big year for Bates. Sounds
against the Cats, tallied .59
like good duty.
points for a 19.7 average. 6:3
The University of Tampa has
Tom Blair showed a fine floor
been negotiating with Bates regame while collecting 12 countgarding a football game here
ers. 6:5 Inga Walsh, an ambinext fall. However, at this point
dexterious. hook shot expert,
they have reported that they
converted 22 points in his Lewwill be unable to meet the proton
appearance.
Sophomore
posed date. No one was particTeddy Shiro was the Colbyularly surprised.
play-maker and his excellent

"Wimpy" LaRochelle. Dick Hartman and Shirley Hamel seem to be
the only promising candidates for
shortstop: and if Shirley as confined by necessity to pitching chores,
the burden of play at this vital position may well fall on Dick. The
"hot corner" will see either Jim
O'Connell or Nick Valoras.
The crop of fly-chasers now in
action includes only one or two veterans from last season's roster.
Ralph Perry who played the outfield
for the freshmen last year seems a
reasonably sure bet to cop the territory in left field while Hod Record
should again be romping over the
center field turf.
Glenn Collins,
Wally Leahey, and Ted Coshnear
miay fight it down to the wire in the
one remaining vacancy at right. The
catching duties will fall on the
sturdy shoulders of Norm Parent,
if his throwing arm rounds into
shape. He will receive very capable
assistance from Bud Porter and
Ccnc Harris. Norm's great hitting
and catching abilities could make a
big difference in the team's successful outcome.

- - Pntcc 7<s^4 - -

ELM HOTEL
LOUNGE
NOW

UNDER

change of pace enabled him to
tally on many driving layup
shots. Bobby Speirs, captain of
the scrappy Bowdoin quintet,
was a fine backboard man, a
good defensive player, and came
through with timely baskets.
The starting five averages 6:1.
Bill Simpson has been notified
that he can expect to be on the draft
list of the National Basketball
League, the competition for the
BAA. Some of the teams comprising this league are Syracuse, Oshkosh, Tri-Cities, Denver, and She
boygen. A few of the outstanding
performers in this league are Dolph
Shayes of NYU, Bob Gabor of Syracuse, Don Otten of Bowling
Green, Harry Boykoff of St. Johns,
Murray Woir of Iowa, and Max
Morris, former Ail-American from
Nortltwestcrn. Thus Bill will have
both leagues to consider.
We're still hanging onto the
slender hope that "Wee Willie"
will gain a deserved invitation
to the East-West All-Star basketball game at New York's
Madison Square Garden on
April 2. The fact that Coach
Adolph Rupp selected four of
his own players. Beard, Groza,
(Continued on page four)

Fountain Specials ...
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AIR CONDITIONED

PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS

NEW

MANAGEMENT

NICHOLS TEA ROOM

Orchestra
Every Night

162 LISBON STREET

LEWISTON. MAINE
Tel. 2-6422

EAT AT

\fRANGEDAKIS'

By Ralph Cate
The Bobcat baseball nine has begun its pre-season practice sessions
in earnest with Coach "Ducky"
Pond as the most concerned spectator. With the initial diamond cortest coming on April 16th :n an exhibition game with the Colby
Mules, the Pondmen have their
work cut out for them.
In
the
pitching
department
Wayne Lago looms as the center of
interest. This husky right-hander if
potentially tire best, if not the best,
hiirler in Maine baseball circles at
the present time. Dave Leach, who
pitched good ball for the Bates
club last year, will probably again
assume his starting role with Shirley Hamel contributing notable assistance. Shirley, by the way, is a
very classy shortstop and may be
called on at any time to fill this position. "Slim" Somerville should
also develop into a helpful twirler.
For the initial sack, the competition is keen with Dick Scott, Bill
Cunnanc, Mike Stephanian. Bob
Carpenter and Bud Porter all in the
race Second appears to be a battie
between veteran John Houston and

-How7 OftjoS can a swing song vo c

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

Hear Sam Donahue playing
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RESTAURANT

(A CAPITOL RECORDING)

STERLING
for fine homes

Towle, Sterling
°f dependable quality,
wil! add great beauty to
your home. Get a few
Piece* at a time .. .
r

. «LER
"
A

Place setting costs as
. * 5-'4.50 including 20% Fedflax.
' Pattern, by Towle, InternaGorham,

Reed ft Barton,

FRANK
Wishes all of us a
good vacation
and says he will be glad
to advise us on our
Easter clothing
plans.

... and you'll know!
Sam Donahue's new waxing is a real something. Yes! It's
smooth, it's swingy, it's something terrific for a fast Lindy—or
what-do-you-do? In music, Sam knows that whether you dance
it fast or slow —you'll want it smooth. And when it comes to
cigarettes, Sam himself wants a cool, smooth-smoking cigarette. That's why Sam says, "Camels suit my 'T-Zone' to a T.
Camels are the mildest cigarette I've ever smoked—and they
taste great, too!"

4W*M£D can a cigarette bb?
Smoke CAMELS for 30 DAYS
—and you'll know!
In a recent coast-to-coast test of hundreds of men and women
who smoked only Camels for 30 days —an average of one to
two packs a day — noted throat specialists, after making weekly
examinations, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT
IRRITATION DUE TO SMOKING

(be they "bold" or otherwise. Willie)

f * Wallace at |24 .50 place aet'&«* included).

ExP«rt

Watch Repairing

ustone-Osgood Go.
^LERS . SILVERSMITHS
Street
Tel. 4-5241
LewUton, Maine

A
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DIET
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STCRE

205 MAIN STREET
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Tr

y Camels and test them as you

are not convinced that Camels are the mildest cigarette you ever smoked,
return the package with the unused Camels and we will refund its full
purchase price, plus postage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
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Alumni Invite Students And Parents Witt, Ddgdigian Johnson, Merrill McCune Talks On
Church Attend Conference Swiss Viewpoint
To Spring Meetings, Smith Announces Attend
Work Meeting

Bates students and their parents
ind friends are invited to attend any
of seven alumni meetings to be held
dining the coming spring vacation,
Alumni Secretary Les Smith announced today. Meetings will be
held from March 27 to April 2 in
Providence, Stratford. Conn., East
' Orange, N. J.,. Washington, Philadelphia New York City and Boston
at
which
Smith
and
Prof.
Myhrman will be present. Campus
movies will foe shown at all the
meetings.
At Providence a dinner meeting
will foe held at 7 p. m., Sunday,
March 27, at the YWCA at 62 Jackson Place. Reservations can be
made with Charles Paige '35, 35
Merrit Road, Riverside Branch.
An*evening meeting will take
place March 28 at the home of Mr.
snd Mrs. Linwood Bonney '27, at
57 King Street, Stratford, Conn.
On March 29 the Homestead
Restaurant in East Orange, N. J.,
will be the scene of a dinner meeting. The restaurant is located near
the brick church station on the D.D.
and W. Railroad
Reservations
should be madew ith Virginia Yeomans Ansheles '41, 221 North Arlington Ave, East Orange.
Smith and Prof. Myhrman will bf.
in Washington, D. C, March 30,
where an evening meeting will bt
held at 8 p m. at the home of Fred

and Eleanor Await '33, at 3921 49th
St., N. W.

Judith Witt and Betty Dagdigian
spent last weekend in Lenox, Mass.,
attending a conference on Women's
Vocational Opportuities in the Episcopal Church. This is an annual
conference, organized to familiarize
college women with the professional
opportunities for women in th<"
church, and to acquaint them with
the types of special training centers
in which to prepare for such work.

Philadelphia will be the next stop
for the two, where a dinner meeting will be held at Michaud's Restaurant at 1522 Walnut Street. The
meeting is scheduled for 6:30 p. m.
on March 31. Reservations can be
made with Edward F. Roberts '23,
233 St. George's Rd., Ardmore, Pa.
The New York meeting on April
1 will take place at the Bristol Hotel
at 129 W. 48th St. Reservations for
the 6:45 dinner meeting should be
The speakers elaborated on the
made with Herbert Jensen '33, 14
different fields open to women and
Lawn Ave., New Rochelle.
the variety of jobs in each field.
The campus representatives will
Women engaged in religious edumake the last stop of the tour at
cation,
rural work, college work, sothe Crystal Room of the Puritan
Hotel in Boston, where a dinner cial service, and overseas mission
meeting is scheduled for 7 p. m. on work explained their jobs and the
April 2. Boston students in the choir necessary requirements for such
under Mr. Waring will be featured
work.
in the entertainment. Students and
Students now in training school:
parents, announced the alumni sec
retary, may come to the dinner, explained the differences between
costing $3, or come only for the the schools, and told about the life
free dancing which follows. Reser- within the schools. All such trainvations for the meeting should be ing schools are open only to college
made with Randall E. Webber '36, graduates, and candidates are pre75 Norman Rd., Melrose 76, Mass. ferred who have had some intermeSmith asked students, parents, diate experience in church work.
The final section of the program
and friends who desire to attend
any of these meetings to make res- was a talk, "So You Want To Get
ervations with the local alumni as Married", given by the Rev. John
R. Wyatt. Provincial Secretary for
soon as possible.
College Work, in which he explained just what the concept of a
Christian marriage meant, and explained portions of the marriage
Genie Rollins sang "Danny Boy" ceremony.
and Michael Hennessy played several selections on the harmonica.
Included were "Sailor's Hornpipe'',
Price Tags
"Rakes of Marley", and "Delaney's
Donkey". Karl Koss was featured
(Continued from page three)
on the piano with his rendition of
Jones and Barker doesn't help
"Too-Ra-Loo-Re-Loo-Ra", and the
matters any. Tony Lavelli,
entire chorus joined in singing "I'll
Ernie Vanderwehge of Colgate,
Take You Home Again Kathleen'.
Dick McGuire, St. Johns, and
Other members of the cast inFrank Saul, Seton Hall set shot
cluded Robert Hobbs. Dana Wilartist, are the other four pickliams, Lawrence Cannon. Marilyn
ed so far. Two more places
Deston, Elsfoeth Thomes, and Stevhave still to be filled. Bates will
en Feinberg. Joyce Cargill was the
be well represented at the game
engineer.
by Bill Simpson, Joyce Lyon,
"Slim" Somerville, Elaine HarYesterday over station WLAM.
vey, "Ace" Bailey, Kay Bailey,
Bates-on-the-Air presented "The
Fen Winslow, "Twink" HudBallad of Reading Gaol", portions
son, Herb Livingstone, Lee
of a poem foy Oscar Wilde. The cast
Blackmon, Gene Zelch who's at
included Robert Hobibs and LawNYU grad school, and Joel
rence Cannon, announcer, with
Price.
Donald Thibeault at the controls.

Bates-On-The-Air
A special program explaining
the exhibits shown at last week's
Science Fair was presented last
WYclnesday afternoon by Bates
students over station WCOU. Robert Hofobs acted as moderator, with
the chairmen of the science departments' exhibits, Janet Mellor.
chemistry. Sonya Bianchi, physics.
Neal Smith, geology, and Paul Cox,
biology, participating. Various aspects and the purpose of each department's exhibits were discussed.
David Turkeltaufo gave a history
of these exhibits.
Thursday afternoon the Bates
radio class presented a special St.
Patrick's Day musical program
over WCOU. Robert Smith directed
the cast and George Gamlble, sport
ing an Irish brogue, opened the pr.
gram as master of ceremonies.

Colby Johnson and Dave Merrill,
during last weekend, were the representatives of Bates College at »
conference of Trail Clubs at Massu
chusetts University.

On Saturday morning reports of
the work of trail clubs was reported. Cotby Johnson gave a report o.i
the conditions of our part of the
Appalachian trail. Maurice Stevens,
vice-chairman of the Appalachian
Trail Conference, personally commended the work that the Bat^s
Outing Club has done. Also the
Maine Alpine Club said that the
highlight of one of their meetings
was a talk by Warren Stevenson,
rresident of the Bates Outing Club.
Tnen the Maine Appalachian Trail
Club commented on the work our
Outing Club had done.
On Saturday afternoon speakers
demonstrated by slides certain
phases and conditions of trails.
In the evening there was a buffe'
supper followed by a lecture and
slides on an exploration of the Antarctic. Many trail clubs were present from all over New England and
the conference was a profitable one.

ludson Fellowship Has
Women's Union Party
Saturday evening the Judson Fellowship held a party at the Women's Union.
The Judson members invited as
their guests the young married couples of the United Baptist Church,
who were greeted by Jane Osborne,
as the youth leader of Judson.
The purpose of the party was t.>
introduce the college students and
the church memlbers to each other.
To help the two groups become
better acquainted, name tags were
distributed and several mixing
games were played. The games
were organized by Lawrence Kimfoall. and the group also used the
ping-pong and pool tables.
Patricia Cartwright was in charge
of arrangements and was assisted
by Ella Loud, refreshments, and
Betty Lou Plays and Melissa
Mcigs, invitations.
While Rev. Brehaut led the group
in singing, refreshments were
served.

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

BATES
HOTEL

PASTRY OF ALL KINDS

DANCING NIGHTLY
8-12

For INSTANT
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EdncationCouncilVotes
NSA Into Membership

Maryland Expands Newjacuityl^l11
Foreign Program Are Guests At CoJ

Student Government h^
The United States National
dinner
coffee for women
*>»
One of the more encouraging
Student Association (NSA) has
ty
members
new
to
hitt-^.'"ftl
signs
that
American
students
desire
"You and your fellow Ameri- been notified that it has been voted
his
cans are this country's best foreign to associate membership in tiie to Obtain at least a part of their ed- in the living room of ,neV. »d
%,\
ucation abroad is the interest and Union, last Sunday.
policy," John McCune told Bates American Council on Education.
Faculty
guests
r
vi
participation in the foreign study
students in last Friday's chapel.
We e
NSA is the only student organi- programs for graduate students Dr. McCreary, Mr. and M7r ^
McCune, who spent last year
studying at the University of Zur- zation to hold membership in the sponsored by the Unversity of ner, Dr. Crowley, \[T ._\\\
and
ich, spoke on the topic, "As the Council which has been influential in Maryland. Centers in Paris and Waite. and Mr. and Mrs. F
the shaping of American education Zurich were first established by the man.
Swiss See Us".
As a brief 'background, he cited policies and practices during the Maryland institution in the fall of
Catherine Evans, Joan r>
the importance of Swiss neutrality past 30 years.
1947. This year the Maryland group berg, Joan Hutto, and FS
in two world wars, due to an inNSA was also invited to send a in Paris is composed of 32 men and Lindquist poured tea
tense national feeling, which has re- representative to the Council's an- won*n. The memtbersntp of the while Helen Papaioanouand ca
sulted in an exceptionally high nual meeting in Washington, D. C, Zurich group totals 39.
hostess.
standard of living.
on May 6 and 7.
Soft music, suitable t0 tl)
The program provides majors in
The almost immediate use of the
linguistics, comparative,
French sion, was furnished !>>• g^., "^
Representing
more
than
800,000
familiar form of address by Ameriand,German literature, and history. tier and the coffee was con l
cans surprises the Swiss. McCune students in 281 colleges and univerMinors are offered in nearly all by group singing.
sities
in
the
United
States,
NSA
is
said. He stated that they claim
Judith Hawkin- an(j .
BeldS, with the exception of the scialso
the
only
student
organization
Americans base popularity on a
Pieroway were co-chairing
which
has
been
granted
membership
ences.
large number of acquaintances raAdmission to the program of the charge of arrangement; ,- r
ther than on a smaller number of in the National Education Associacoffee.
'° *
tion
and
the
U.
S.
Commission
for
foreign study centers is dependent
real confidants.
UNESCO.
upon admission to the graduate
Also surprising to the Swiss, he
said, is the American attitude toRobert S. Smith. NSA's represen- school of the University of MaryAcademic Freedom
ward drinking, as a constitutional tative on UNESCO, was recently land. It requires that the applicant
(Continued from page t»0i
right instead of a leisurely rite.
elected to the executive committee hold a bachelor's degree from an acIn regard to immediate war with of that body.
credited institution and has at least cate that the trend in higher »*_. I:
tion is to spell truth with atJ
, ..
Russia, according to McCune, the
'
Pi«|
NSA is a non-partisan, non-sec- two years of undergraduate work .,T.._
Swiss think it best to crush Soviet tarian representative intercollegiate in the language fllpoken at the reIt is the position of this »~_|
force now, and' they look to the organization formed two years ago spective center.
that
only the faculty should iw|
United Statca to do it.
to serve the needs of students of the
Two kinds of awards are offered. whether or not a man is fi, ^ I
United States, and to promote their A master of foreign study is given
tinue teaching because presii-l
International Debate
interests and welfare.
after the completion of 24 semester and trustees of our coll»e M|
(Continued from page one)
hours, plus six hours for a thesis universities are too amenably..
affirmative, reemphasized that he
in the major field of the student, pressure exerted by those ^ , I
and his colleague were not advoand a final examination.
low the passions of the mom-.[
cating immediate war, but they felt
For the 1949-50 academic year now cause for dismiss] 0j tejt, |
that under certain conditions such
(Reprinted from a 63-inch pica war is not merely a sane, but an torial ad in the New York Times. the University of Maryland plans to
establish a third foreign study CenNorris-Hayden Laundry
imperative, policy.
March 14.)
ter. The city of Basel was chosen
Pattiyin, the second speaker for
COLLEGE PRESIDENT
MODERN DRY CLEANED |
because of its excellent university,
the negative, followed his opening
BOARDS YANKEE FLEET
its
cultural
advantages,
and
the
fac'
remarks by stating that war can
TO GREET GRADUATES
Efficient Work and
that it is necessary to find a second
never contribute to human survival.
"Northeast is my right arm in city offering facilities in the GerEmphasizing that) a preventive war
Reasonable Rates
is still war. it was his belief that alumni affairs," says Dr. Charles F. man language.
war is incompatible with individual Phillips, president of Bates ColFurther information concerning
Cash or Charge Basis
lege, Lewiston, Maine.
liberty and human survival.
the graduate program abroad ma>
Dr.
Phillips
is
one
of
thcyorngIn his rejoinder, Freeth summabe obtained from the Foreign Study
Agents
rized the case for the affirmative by est and busiest college presidents Office, University of Maryland, Col- I
stating that if the cold war Failed a in the country. He runs Ba'es Col- lege Park, Md.
Hugh Penny
George Disnardl
preventive war is the best solution lege: presides over distant alumnto world problems.
meetings; lectures on economics.
Step Out For That Evening Snack To . . .
Fololwing the conclusion of the Naturally, he flies frequently with
constructive speeches, ballot-, were the Yankee Fleet. "I like Northeast
collected from the audience, after Airlines' speed, friendliness and ef- Specializing in Hot Dogs, Hamburgers, Beverages of all
which members of the sudienee ad- ficiency," he writes. "And I couldn't
417 MAIN STREET
dressed questions to the speakers in keep up with my schedule, if their
"The Store with Friendly Service"
an open forum.
schedules weren't so convenient."
■
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Boston Tea Store
S. S. Woodbury, Prop.
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Confectionery
Tel. 4-8332

249 Main St.

VARIETY

Carroll Cut Rate
Cosmetics

Toilet Supplies

STORE

GOSSELIN'S
GROCERY
MAKING SANDWICHEl
Selling All Beverages

AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES

Open 7 A. M. to Midnight]
7 Days A Week

"We Are Never Undersold"

203 COLLEGE STREET |

WE ALSO CATER TO LARGE
SOCIAL MEETINGS

Tel. 2-6645

Tel. 4-6459

54 ASH STREET

HAND SEWN GIRLS' LOAFERS — WEDGE HEELS

PLAZA GRILL

$4.95 — really a $6.50 value
P.rown, Red, Green, Saddle
AA to B Widths

AT THE SIGN OF

ERNIE'S MARKET
Closest Spot to Campus

THE LOBSTER
for

Phone 2-6926 to Place Orders

FINE FOODS
Weekly: 7 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.
177 Main St.

Bates '24
87 Lisbon St.

Courtesy

Sunday: 8 A. M. to 8:30 P. M.

Lewiston, Me.

Quality

Afe fend

Service

Tel. 2.9145

Opp. St. Joseph's Church

COMPLETE "BACHELOR" SERVICE*

By Wire

SAM'S
Original Italian Sandwich

One Stop

^FLOWEIk

You've Tried the Rest,
Now Try the Best

268 Main St.

Lewiston

. . . to . . .
COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP
195 Lisbon St.
,,
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,
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XOIITIIEASTERN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL of LAW

CLEANING and LAUNDERING
To Our Main St. Store
Convenient To The Campus

Admits Men and Women

JOY

Day, Evening and Graduate Programs

Registration — Sept. i2 to 14, 1949
I

INN

COLLEGE SERVICE

Early application is necessary
47 MT. VERNON STREET
BOSTON 8, MASSACHUSETTS
Telephone KEnmore 6-5800
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DtNC u DANCE

E. Parker Hall

Orchestra Fri. & Sat. - 8-12
No Cover - No Minimum

104 MIDDLE STREET
Specializing in

NEW COMPLETE

ITALIAN - AMERICAN

n

ASSORTMENTS OF SPRING

POOD
MERCHANDISE ... at New
Low Prices!

STEAKS - CHOPS
PIZZA PIES

Phone 4-4041
TeL 4-4151

MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
CHESTERFIELDS THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE
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